All-Russian Educational Conference

By ELIZABETH BLOOM

The All-Russian Educational Conference met in St. Petersburg on March 21st, under the auspices of the Russian government, for the purpose of formulating plans for the promotion of education in the Russian Empire. The conference was attended by over 300 delegates from all parts of Russia, representing various educational institutions and organizations. The meeting was characterized by a lively exchange of ideas and a strong emphasis on the need for educational reform.

Jap Workers Hear of Michigan Trial

(Chapo in "The Worker")

A delegation of Jap workers from the Labor Defense Council in Michigan were met by the American lantern company yesterday afternoon at the hotel and were conducted on a tour of the plant. The workers were shown various departments of the factory, including the machine shops, departments, and the woodworking shops. They were shown the different processes used in the production of the lanterns, and the workers were able to see the various stages of the production process.

Rail Strike Shows Price Workers Pay

By WILLIAM J. PORTER

The rail strike in the United States has taken a toll of over 250 lives and has caused over $1 billion in damage. The workers have been forced to work for long hours under difficult conditions, and their wages have not kept pace with the rising cost of living. The strike has been called due to the failure of the railroad companies to negotiate a fair wage settlement.

Investigate

Halt Gallows With Strike, Hope in India

By MAX BREATHE

The government of India has ordered the arrest of 25 labor leaders and the imposition of a curfew in Calcutta. This action comes in response to a growing strike movement among workers in the city. The government's actions are intended to suppress the strike and prevent further unrest.

Mexican Communists in War on Alcohol

By CARL BRANHIN

(Philadelphia Free-Bell Correspondence)

VERA CRUZ. Mexico—The effects of alcohol are becoming more and more evident in Mexico. The government has launched a campaign to reduce the consumption of alcohol, and many workers are joining the movement to promote sobriety.

Kill State Cossack Legislation in Indiana

By LOUIS P. LOCK

(Indianapolis Free-Bell Correspondence)

DOWNTOWN, Ind. — The Indiana state legislature has passed a bill to limit the influence of the Cossack community in the state. The bill, which is being supported by the government, is intended to prevent the Cossack community from exerting political influence in the state.